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Topics for the next 60 minutes

- Introduction and numbers (Christoph Graf)
- Why SWITCH edu-ID (Andres Aeschlimann)
- News for Services (Rolf Brugger)
- News for Organisations (Rolf Brugger)
Our core beliefs

Together for greater capability, convenience and security in the digital world.
Mission

SWITCH is an integral part of the Swiss academic community.

Based on our core competencies

• Network
• Security
• Identity Management

SWITCH offers collaboratively developed ICT solutions that empower users in and beyond the academic world to achieve leading edge results in a globally competitive environment.
Added value for customers

- Community work
- Foundation
- Integrated offer
"The foundation has as its objective to create, promote and offer the necessary basis for the effective use of modern methods of telecomputing in teaching and research in Switzerland, to be involved in and to support such methods.

It is a non-profit foundation that does not pursue commercial targets."
Our customers

SWITCH community
- Swiss universities on tertiary level (academic sector) and their research institutions

Extended community
- Other organizations involved in research or education

Commercial customers
- Registrars of .ch- and .li-Domain-Names, Swiss financial institutions, research-related industry and government
Integrated offer

- Network
- Trust & Identity
- Security
- Infrastructure & Data Services
- Registry
- Procurement
- Collaboration
- Video Management
SWITCH edu-ID / SWITCHaai

The universal and secure key

SWITCH edu-ID is the universal and safe identity for access to services in the academic community.

Customers

- Universities
- University related organizations
- Third-party providers

Services

- IdP/AP-hosting
- 800 service provider, 70 federation partner

Your benefits

- One identity for all services in the federation
- Legal bases of Switzerland
- Governance defined by the universities
- SWITCH as a partner for your investment in the future
The foundation: SWITCHaai

Enter higher education, get one key, access many resources
SWITCHaai Federation Summer 2017

- 99% coverage in higher education

# AAI enabled accounts

- # Resources

- # Home Organizations

- Interfederation enabled
But what happens over time?
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